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Story

Courageous children can change the world! The Amazon detectives investigate again

An exciting and multi-layered detective series for children aged 9 and up, with the unusual setting of Brazil

and the strong themes of school, detectives, and criminal cases. In this series, the different realities of life

for German and Brazilian children become apparent.

What happens in Vol. 3:

Pablo's friend, Miguel the university student, has opened an alternative eco-travel agency - and that brings

Pablo, Ximena, Davi and the dog to their new case: A photographer has disappeared during a guided tour in

the dense jungle. Only a last call for help reaches the Amazon Detectives, in which the man speaks of a

mysterious ghost woman in the trees, and a video that shows mysterious shadows. The detectives follow up

the leads and indeed come across a solitary stranger: the ghost woman! Just like Ximena, she has a special

relationship with river dolphins, and can swim and talk with them.

Greedy crooks are also up to mischief in the jungle and want to exploit an oil well. With the help of the

previously lost photographer – who turns out to be a former accomplice of the crooks – the Amazon

Detectives manage to dissuade the powerful men from their mean plan. They also find precious diamonds in

the riverbed of a waterfall.
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• Volume 3 of Environmental Detective series in an exotic setting: Brazil and the rainforest 

• Lots of interesting facts about the country and its people

• Up-to-date topics: Environmental destruction, climate protection, animal extinction, and social issues

• Wonderfully narrated by bestselling storyteller Antonia Michaelis, who has lived in Brazil

Antonia Michaelis

Antonia Michaelis was born in North Germany in 1979. She spent the first two years of her childhood in a

tiny village on the Baltic seaside. Later on she moved to South Germany and spent her childhood and

adolescence surrounded by her crazy-likeable parents and various cats. She started writing stories at a very

young age. After finishing school Antonia Michaelis left Germany and moved to South India for a year. She

worked in a school near Madras as a teacher for English, arts, and acting. Various journeys took her to

Turkey, Italy, Greece, Syria and the UK.

Today, the young writer lives in the Northeast of Germany. She has just finished studying medicine and has

dedicated herself for the time being to writing children's books.

More titles in this series

Amazon Detectives – Jungle

Plot (Vol. 1)

Amazon Detectives – Crime

Scene: Nature Reserve (Vol. 2)

Amazonas Detectives -

Investigations in the National

Park (Vol. 4)
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